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III. ARCHITECTURAL AND DEVELOPMENT OVERVIEW
A. Brief Summary of Leesburg’s Development
Created from a portion of Fairfax
County, Loudoun County was
established by an Act of the Virginia
General Assembly in 1757. The
following year, John Carlyle, an
Alexandria merchant, sold a portion of
his landholdings to Nicolas Minor. John
Hough was commissioned to survey this
small settlement for a new town to serve
as the county seat.
The town was established in 1758
and named Leesburg, in honor of the
prominent Lee family of Virginia.
Early settlers to the Leesburg area
came in search of good farmland. The

Scots-Irish and Germans arrived from
Pennsylvania and the English from
Virginia’s Tidewater region.
Leesburg was laid out at the crossroads
of two early Virginia roads, the
Alexandria Road (Loudoun Street) and
the Carolina Road (King Street).
The Alexandria Road historically
linked the port city of Alexandria with
the market center at Winchester. It is
known today as Virginia State Route 7
and has also been called the AlexandriaLeesburg Turnpike and Leesburg Pike
throughout its history.

The Carolina Road was first referred
to as the Shenandoah Hunting Path
and originally connected Frederick,
Maryland to a Native American
trading post on the Roanoke River
at the Virginia-North Carolina line
near present day Clarksville, Virginia.
Today it is Virginia State Route 15, also
referred to as the Old Carolina Road.
As the only major town located on
the north-south trading route, and as
the county seat for Loudoun County
(1757), Leesburg grew steadily
throughout the eighteenth and earlynineteenth centuries.

The original plan of Leesburg was completed by John Hough in 1759.
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A. Brief Summary of Leesburg’s Development, continued
The sale of the 70 original town lots
was accompanied by the requirement
that the half-acre lot be built upon
within three years. The guidelines for
the original town set the minimum
dimensions for a building at 20 feet
by 17 feet with a roof ridge at least
9 feet high.
It was also specified that the structure
must be built of brick, stone, or wood
with a masonry chimney. A number
of these early structures have been
preserved and established the use of
indigenous materials such as wood,
fieldstone, and brick.
Westward expansion surged at the end
of the Revolutionary War, and Leesburg
served as a gateway for this expansion.
Surviving architecture of this period
shows an increase in the size of the
structure and the level of craftsmanship.

A photo, taken around 1900, of an early Leesburg building once incorrectly rumored to have served as
Washington’s headquarters.

In 1835, A Comprehensive Gazetteer
of Virginia described the town as a
“well-built and neat village” with fifty
houses, twenty-two general stores, three
churches, a bank, six schools, four
taverns, two apothecaries, paved streets
and municipal water supplied through
wooden pipes.
As settlements grew to the west, the
need increased for efficient ways to bring
farm goods to market. This growth
led to the construction of the Leesburg
Turnpike by 1820 and an extension to
the west in the following decade.
Increased trade meant new prosperity
for the town. This wealth was displayed
by the construction of highly detailed
Federal-style houses in the urban
tradition of Alexandria and other
fashionable coastal cities.

Gray’s New Map of Leesburg from 1878.
8
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By the eve of the Civil War, the growing
town was an established trading center
and accessible by road, ferry and rail.
The expanded thirty-six-block town
is illustrated on Gray’s New Map of
Leesburg, the basis for the boundaries of
the original (1969) Leesburg Old and
Historic District (OHD).
The Alexandria, Loudoun and
Hampshire Railroad (AL&H) had
reached Leesburg in 1860 with a
route paralleling that of the Leesburg
Turnpike. The railroads brought visitors
escaping the cities of Washington,
Georgetown and Alexandria as well as
factory-made building materials. Union
troops destroyed the tracks and bridges
of this major supply line and held the
line until the close of the war.
During the Civil War, Leesburg was the
scene of the 1861 Battle of Ball’s Bluff,
a Confederate victory with the capture

of 350 Union soldiers. The Confederate
troops would be forced south six
months later, burning mills and bridges
as they left. Occupied and shelled
by Union troops, the town witnessed
frequent movement of troops and raids
throughout the duration of the war.
Between the end of the Civil War and
World War I, Leesburg continued to
grow with much of this development
occurring in areas near and outside of
the town boundaries. It was during
this period that several of the lateeighteenth and early-nineteenth century
dwellings in the Nicholas Minor section,
the downtown core, were converted to
commercial use.
This increase in commercial activity
corresponded to an increase in
residential construction. This
expansion was made possible not only by
the inexpensive and highly decorative,

A view looking south on King Street around 1900 at the intersection of
Market Street. The iron fence which surrounds the courthouse property is
just visible on the left.

mass-produced building materials
transported from major manufacturing
centers to Leesburg via the railroad
but also by the presence in Leesburg of
the Norris Brothers’ Planing Mill and
Lumber Works. In the early-twentiethcentury, as suburban northern Virginia
experienced a population surge, a
number of downtown lots were further
subdivided to allow for residential infill.
Post-World War II growth lead to a
late-twentieth-century explosion of
subdivisions and commercial areas
bringing one of the most architecturally
significant early townscapes in the state.
Through the foresight of nearly halfa-century of preservation efforts,
Leesburg’s OHD, noted for its collection
of well-preserved, late-eighteenth
through early-nineteenth-century
structures, is preserved for today and
the future.

A similar view looking south on King Street around 1935 shows larger
buildings and a streetscape inﬂuenced by the arrival of the automobile.
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B. Historic District Character and Neighborhoods
Leesburg’s neighborhoods add
complexity, richness, and variety
to the OHD, and reflect the town’s
development patterns and history. Each
neighborhood is characterized by a
unique combination of building forms,
architectural styles, and site features.
Descriptions of the neighborhoods are
provided to summarize their general
character. Neighborhoods do not have
hard borders. Neighborhoods are
not intended to be mini-districts with
separate design guidelines.

Leesburg’s Old and Historic District
preserves the sense of place established
by the immediate streetscape view
as well as the district overall. Any
existing or new building relates to
its surroundings in a variety of ways,
including site planning, building design,
and materials. It relates not only to its
immediate surroundings but also to the
broader context of the neighborhood
in which it is located and the district
as a whole.

Any building—whether an existing
structure or one that has yet to be built—
fits into its larger context by degrees
of relationship that are based on the
individual’s view of a building within
its surroundings. This approach may be
considered as a series of concentric rings
that radiate out from that structure.
Each building relates immediately to
those structures and site features that
immediately surround it. From that
point, it relates to the surrounding
neighborhood and, ultimately, to the
entire historic district.
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1.

West Market Street Gateway

The western entrance to the OHD
is characterized by large single-family
homes deeply set back on large
landscaped properties. These dwellings
were predominantly built between the
1850s and mid-1900s, as well as the
circa 1830 Rock Spring Farm. More
recent construction respects these earlier
forms. This neighborhood includes
the non-contributing West Green
development, which is very different
in architectural character and site
characteristics from the rest of
the neighborhood.
Streetscape and Site: deep setbacks,
lawns, curving driveways, outbuildings

Forms, Scale, and Styles: single-family,
1 1/2 to 2 1/2 stories; vernacular
Victorian, Italianate, Queen Anne,
Colonial Revival; gable, cross-gable,
hipped roofs, small-paned windows,
two-over-two windows, one-over-one
windows; one-story, one or three
bay porches
Materials: brick, stone, poured and
concrete block foundations; wood
porches; slate shingle, standingseam metal, asphalt shingle roofs;
weatherboard, German siding, fivecourse American bond brick, stucco;
paneled wood doors; brick chimneys

Elaborate shingle patterns and decorative
wood trim highlight Victorian dwellings in this
neighborhood.

The deep setbacks of the West Market Street Gateway allow for lush front yard plantings as seen in
this Victorian period residence.
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B. Historic District Character and Neighborhoods

This Federal-style brick dwelling represents
early settlement in a West Market Street
neighborhood. The brackets at the cornice
indicate a Victorian update of the facade.

2.

These Colonial Revival style cottages respect the traditional materials and details found
elsewhere in the West Market Street Neighborhoods.

West Market Street Neighborhoods

This collection of predominantly
residential neighborhoods spans
nearly two hundred years of Leesburg’s
development. Architectural styles
include both a 1780s Federal-style
dwelling and a 1950s court of Colonial
Revival-style cottages.
Streetscape and Site: small-to-mediumsized lots, fairly shallow setbacks,
picket fences
Forms, Scale, and Styles: generally
uniform scale, 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 stories,
Colonial Revival, vernacular Victorian,
Italianate, Gothic Revival, Federal;
porticoes, covered stoops; small-paned
windows, large-paned windows; front
gable, side gable, cross-gable, hipped
roofs; one-story, one or two bay porches;
some dormers
Materials: brick, stucco, weatherboard,
German siding; standing-seam metal,
asphalt shingle roofs; brick, stone,
concrete block foundations; brick,
stone chimneys

12

A number of townhouse developments are found in the West Market Street South neighborhood,
including this row of Dry Mill Townhouses.

3.

West Market Street South

South of the West Market Street Neighborhoods is an area that includes a number
of non-contributing newer developments, including Olde Towne Condominiums,
Dry Mill Townhouses, Chesterfield Place, and Memorial Drive. This area of dense,
predominantly multi-family structures does not reinforce Leesburg’s historic patterns
of siting, styles and scale.
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Large scale structures, most built in the mid-to-late nineteenth century, create a “Main Street”
character on North King Street.

4.

Compact, small-scale development is
characteristic of the oldest sections of the
Downtown neighborhood.

Downtown

Leesburg’s traditional Main Street area
encompasses most of the commercial
area of the Downtown, with densely
developed commercial, governmental,
and residential buildings on small lots.
Comprised mainly of the Nicholas
Minor section with buildings dating
back to Leesburg’s establishment as
a town and county seat in the 1750s,
this neighborhood includes the 1895
Loudoun County Courthouse, the 1990
Town Hall, and the Loudoun County
Government Center.
Streetscape and Site: small lots,
minimal to no setback, brick sidewalks,
little open space, compact arrangements
of buildings

Residential areas are often characterized by
detached dwellings with moderate setbacks and
mature site plantings.

Forms, Scale, and Styles: Traditionally
commercial sections along portions of
King, Market, and Loudoun streets;
attached buildings, mainly commercial
uses, some commercial/residential,
late-twentieth century larger scale
government offices and municipal
parking garages, historic contributing
structures predominantly one-to-three
stories; Georgian, Federal, vernacular,

Classical Revival, Romanesque Revival,
Beaux Arts, Italianate, Commercial
style, Colonial Revival; display windows,
small-paned, large-paned windows; sidegable, mansard, shed, flat roofs (some
with parapet); dormers
Small portions of Royal and North
streets and portions of Market, King,
and Loudoun streets; attached and
detached buildings, mainly residential,
some commercial/residential, some
single-family, two-to-four stories;
Colonial, Georgian, Federal, nineteenthcentury vernacular, Classical Revival,
Italianate, Queen Anne, Colonial
Revival; small-paned, large-paned
windows; side-gable, cross-gabled, frontgabled, hipped roofs; some one-story,
one or three bay porches; dormers
Materials: mainly masonry, some
stucco, weatherboard, German siding,
board-and-batten; brick, stone chimneys;
standing-seam metal, pressed metal,
slate-shingle, asphalt shingle roofs; brick,
stone, concrete foundations; partially
glazed doors

Leesburg Old and Historic District Design Guidelines
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B. Historic District Character and Neighborhoods
5.

North King Street Gateway

This neighborhood is characterized
by single-family detached houses
on medium- to large-sized lots with
setbacks varying from shallow to deep.
Many of these dwellings date to the
turn-of-the-century and most are of
frame construction. Included in this
neighborhood are an early-twentiethcentury school, a 1940s Colonial
Revival court of brick duplexes off of
Wirt Street, and a three-story Italianatestyle dwelling.
Streetscape and Site: moderate
setbacks, concrete sidewalks, mature
site/street trees, metal, brick, wood
fences and walls, verge strips
Forms, Scale, and Styles: mainly two
stories, Queen Anne, Gothic Revival,
I-house, Colonial Revival, Cape
Cod, one- and two-story Bungalow/
Craftsman; hipped, gable, cross-gable
roofs; small-paned, multi-light over
single pane windows; three-bay porches

Large scale dwellings, such as this Colonial Revival example, are often located on larger parcels which
allow for a deeper setback than seen on smaller lots in the neighborhood.

Materials: stone, brick, weatherboard,
German siding, decorative wooden
shingles, stucco, ceramic tile; slateshingle, asphalt-shingle, standing-seam
metal roofs; brick chimneys

This row of vernacular
Victorian residences along
North King Street is uniﬁed
by a uniform moderate setback
and the repetition of porches
and porticos.
14
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6.

East Market Street Gateway

Contributing resources in this
neighborhood include Dodona Manor
as well as vernacular turn-of-the-century
single-family houses with shallow
setbacks. The mixed character of this
gateway is a result of 1970s townhouse
developments along Slack Lane and
at Colonial Square, and the 1990s
dwellings lining Andover Court,
in addition to the neighborhood’s
historic structures.
Streetscape and Site: single-family with
shallow to moderate setbacks, some
commercial with no setback, concrete
and brick sidewalks, some ribbon
driveways, some deeper setbacks and
larger lots, stone walls, picket fences
Although they differ in architectural style, a uniform shallow setback uniﬁes these two dwellings on
Edwards Ferry Road.

Forms, Scale, and Styles: single-family,
commercial, 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 stories,
vernacular Victorian, vernacular
twentieth-century commercial; gable,
cross-gable, flat, shed roofs; largepaned, small-paned windows, Colonial
Revival storefronts; three-bay and
wrap- around porches
Materials: stucco, weatherboard,
decorative wooden shingles, German
siding, brick, stone, asbestos siding;
standing-seam metal, asphalt shingles,
stone foundation

Small-scale early development in the neighborhood included the three-bay townhouse shown here,
with a later addition adding two bays to the left of the chimney.

Leesburg Old and Historic District Design Guidelines
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B. Historic District Character and Neighborhoods
7.

Town Branch/W&OD Trail Area

This primarily industrial and
commercial neighborhood developed
along the Town Branch and the rail
line (now the W&OD trail) after the
extension of the railroad to Leesburg
in 1860. Site size and setbacks vary in
response to the site use. Often building
footprints are larger here than in the
rest of the district.
This area includes the Morningside
Assisted Living Facility and two larger
mixed-use buildings along Harrison
Street and Depot Court. In the
mid-1980s, the Market Street Station
project incorporated existing industrial
buildings in a new arrangement.

The Market Station complex is a successful reuse of a mill and
accompanying outbuildings from Leesburg’s past.

Streetscape and Site: intermittent
sidewalks, site parking, paved lots,
irregular setbacks
Forms, Scale, and Styles: midnineteenth through mid-twentieth
century commercial and industrial
vernacular, warehouses, some residential
converted to commercial, some infill;
1 1/2 to 2 1/2 stories; gable and
flat roofs
Materials: predominantly frame
buildings, some concrete block;
standing-seam metal roofs
The Washington and Old Dominion Trail follows the former rail line along
Town Branch and provides a greenway that traverses the southern portion
of the OHD.

The view looking north on Harrison Street shows much of the new large-scale development
in this neighborhood.
16
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8.

Vinegar Hill

Characterized by consistently shallow
setbacks, small lots and fairly narrow
streets, this is a cohesive residential
neighborhood. The front porches of
these small frame vernacular houses
dating to the late 1800s through
early 1900s further define this
neighborhood’s character.
Streetscape and Site: shallow-tomoderate setbacks; concrete, if any,
sidewalks, picket fences
Forms, Scale, and Styles: single-family,
some commercial; 1 1/2 to 2 1/2
story; vernacular Victorian, Colonial
Revival, Bungalow/Craftsman, shed roof
dormers, integral, full-width porches,
covered entries, large-paned, smallpaned windows; gable, cross-gable roofs;
some infill
This three-bay vernacular Victorian dwelling with a side-gabled roof, wooden siding, and a
full-width porch accented with decorative brackets and balusters is characteristic of the
Vinegar Hill neighborhood.

Materials: weatherboard, German
siding, asbestos siding, stone, stucco,
brick; standing-seam metal roofs

A large deciduous tree shades the street onto which this row of vernacular frame residences face.
Note the shallow setback of the houses and the concrete sidewalk on only one side of the street.
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B. Historic District Character and Neighborhoods
9.

South King Street Gateway

Turn-of-the-century residential buildings
on medium- to large-sized lots, with
deep setbacks on the west side of South
King Street and shallow setbacks on the
east side of the street, characterize this
neighborhood. Most dwellings are of
frame construction and are accentuated
with large front porches. Site features
such as walls and fences are prominent.
Some early- to mid-twentieth century
commercial development is interspersed
with residential structures north of the
W & OD Trail.
Streetscape and Site: stone, wood,
metal, brick fenced front yards, brick,
concrete sidewalks, historic streetlights,
mature landscaping, some driveways
Forms, Scale, and Styles:
predominantly single-family, some earlyto mid-twentieth century commercial;
Italianate, vernacular Victorian,
American Foursquare, Colonial Revival,
Cape Cod; gable, cross-gable, gambrel,
hipped roofs, flat roofs with parapet
walls on commercial; full-width porches,
wrap-around porches; small, large-paned
windows, raised foundations

This American Foursquare dwelling represents the turn-of-the-century frame construction
prevalent in this neighborhood.

Materials: predominantly weatherboard
and German siding, some stucco,
decorative wooden shingles; standingseam metal roofs; brick, parged,
stone foundations

Low stone walls and mature plantings are
common site elements in this neighborhood.

Historic small-scale commercial development
on South King Street reinforces the residential
scale of the neighborhood.
18
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C. Architectural Styles/Forms/Types
Leesburg’s Old and Historic District has
a variety of architectural styles in the
neighborhoods and different building
types in the commercial areas.
There is a variety of architectural
styles from the mid-eighteenth to the
mid-twentieth century. While there
are several examples of architecturally
significant buildings from the mideighteenth century, most of the areas
were developed around the turn-ofthe-century and later. In the sections
that follow, commercial and residential
examples are grouped together by
architectural style.
1.

Eighteenth-Century Vernacular
(1700-1800)
Vernacular log, stone, and brick houses
dating from the eighteenth century still
exist throughout the Old and Historic
District and generally possess similar
characteristics to the Georgian and
Federal styles in a simplified version
of these forms. Most eighteenthcentury frame houses are gone - either
deteriorated or removed in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries for
other buildings or for parking lots.

An example of an Eighteenth-Century Vernacular house, this brick home on Edwards Ferry Road
exhibits attributes typical of the style.

These vernacular buildings, both
residential and commercial, are
usually one- and one-half stories, with
side-gabled roofs and end chimneys.
Windows range from nine-over-nine to
six-over-six double-hung sash, usually
with shutters. Gable roofs often contain
dormer windows and rectangular
transoms may be located above the
main door.
Residential examples include the
William Johnson House on Edwards
Ferry Road, 10 Cornwall Street, NE,
24 Loudoun Street, SE, 205 North
King Street, and 13 Wirt Street, SW.
Loudoun, Wirt and Liberty Streets have
other examples. Commercial examples
include the log Stephen Donaldson
Silversmithy at 14 Loudoun Street, SE
and the Stone House Tea Room at 108
Loudoun Street, SW.

An example of an Eighteenth-Century Vernacular commercial building, the Stone House Tea Room is
located in the Downtown neighborhood.
Leesburg Old and Historic District Design Guidelines
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C. Architectural Styles/Forms/Types, continued
2.

Georgian (1700-1780)

Georgian houses, built generally in the
eighteenth century, are less ornate than
the later Federal examples of the early
nineteenth century. In Leesburg, most
buildings constructed during the first
twenty years of development display
little ornamentation that relates to
any style. Thus, most buildings
constructed during the late eighteenth
century are vernacular.
Leesburg examples of Georgian houses
are typically of masonry construction
and two- and one-half stories tall with
simple gable roof forms. The windows
are tall and narrow and entrances may
have a transom over the door but not
sidelights. Tall chimneys, Flemish bond
brickwork and jack arches are typical of
this style.
Examples include the Patterson House
at 4 Loudoun Street, SE as well as the
dwellings at 102 Cornwall Street, NW,
109 Loudoun Street, SW and 20 West
Market Street.

A heavy modillion cornice accentuates the facade of this ﬁve-bay Georgian ﬁeldstone dwelling.

Located at 109 Loudoun Street, SW, this ﬁve-bay brick Georgian residence displays a symmetrical
arrangement of openings, six-over-six light windows and a rectangular transom over the front door.

20
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3.

Federal (1780-1830)

The Federal style was popular for
residential, commercial and institutional
buildings in Leesburg. These structures
are characterized by brick construction,
a symmetrical facade, gable roof, and
small-paned, double-hung sash windows,
often framed by shutters. Small
porticoes with classical details often
shelter the main entry.
Some examples are large scale with five
bays and a central hall while others
are designed in the smaller rowhouse
form with a side hall. Other common
characteristics of this style are tall
interior end chimneys, detailed classical
cornices, and transoms or fanlights over
six-panel or paired three-panel doors.

This three-bay Federal-style dwelling features Flemish bond brickwork and jack arches over the
window and door openings.

Commercial examples may have
larger first floor windows for display
purposes. Federal-style buildings can
be distinguished from their earlier
Georgian relatives by their lighter
and more decorative details, such as
sidelights around the main entrance,
narrower muntin bars in the windows,
and more finely carved columns and
cornices.
Examples include 10 Cornwall Street,
NE; 201, 211, and 215 Cornwall Street,
NW; 20 Loudoun Street, SW (the Odd
Fellows Hall); 26, 28, 202 and 207 West
Market Street; 19 and 28 North King
Street; 226 Edwards Ferry Road; 19, 22
and 23 East Market Street.

The original small-paned windows of this
four-bay Federal-style structure were
most likely updated to these two-over-two
examples in the Victorian era.
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C. Architectural Styles/Forms/Types, continued
4.

Greek Revival (1825-1860)

Although similar to the Federal style
in overall appearance, Greek Revivalstyle structures introduced several new
changes including paired windows, often
with sidelights, transoms and decorative
surrounds. Roofs are hipped or gable
and occasionally have a central gable or
pediment in the entry bay. Porticos are
usually one story and classically designed
with pilasters and columns, although
some examples have monumental twostory porticos gracing their facades.
The Greek Revival style was not one
of the most prominent for residential
architecture in Leesburg.
Greek Revival was a popular style for
the design of institutional, public and
religious buildings and in these uses is
often defined by its temple front portico.
A shallow pediment forms the front
gable roof of these brick structures. The
facades are symmetrical with a central
entrance that contains a transom and
sidelights. Windows are tall with thin
muntins and may be capped with a
simply decorated lintel. Pilasters may
echo the columns of the portico.

The facade of this frame Greek Revival style house is accentuated with a classically-designed portico,
and multi-paned sidelights and a rectangular transom framing the front door.

Residential examples include 206 West
Market Street, 201 Loudoun Street,
308 South King Street, and the St.
James Episcopal Church Rectory at
8 Cornwall Street.
Other examples include the Leesburg
Academy at 16 East Market Street and
the Leesburg Methodist Church at 107
West Market Street.

The temple-front Presbyterian Church on West Market shows a religious adaptation
of the Greek Revival style with Ionic pilasters adorning the bay divisions between
the twenty-over-twenty light windows capped by bracketed window hoods.
22
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5.

Gothic Revival (1840-1880)

In its residential form, the Gothic
Revival style, reflects nineteenthcentury America’s growing interest
in European periods of architecture.
Leesburg’s examples are often of frame
construction with wood siding and
vertical proportions. The steep gable
roofs are metal, often with a central
roof gable in the facade. Decorative
woodwork and brackets are common.
Hallmarks of the commercial and
institutional form of this style usually
include steeply pitched roofs, often
gabled, and the introduction of the
pointed, or Gothic arch either in
windows or decorative accents.

The steep central gable of this frame Gothic Revival residence is ﬂanked by dormers that repeat the
gable pitch and its decorative woodwork. Note the Gothic arched attic window in the gable end.

Examples of the residential Gothic style
in Leesburg include 410, 412 and 414
South King Street, 206 Loudoun, 210
North King, 214 North King, and 216
Cornwall Street.
Religious examples in Leesburg include
the Mount Zion Methodist Episcopal
Church at 12 North Street, NE;
Providence Baptist Church on South
Church Street, and St. John the Apostle
Roman Catholic Church at 231 North
King Street.

The apex of the Gothic arched windows
of St. John the Apostle are highlighted by
the trefoil, or three-lobed, design of the
window frame. The entry portico repeats
the arched motif.
Leesburg Old and Historic District Design Guidelines
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C. Architectural Styles/Forms/Types, continued
6.

Italianate (1860-1910)

Adapted from picturesque Italian
residential examples, Leesburg has a
limited number of examples of this style.
Most high style and vernacular examples
exhibit shallow hipped roofs that appear
to be supported by the trademark
bracketed cornice.
Large-paned windows are highlighted
by decorative millwork, stone lintels
or metal hoods on stucco and brick
examples. Partial or full-length front
porches dominate facades and usually
have bracketed supports and cornices
and sawn millwork balusters.
Residential examples include 205 North
King Street; 306 West Market Street;
216 Cornwall Street, NW; and 202
Loudoun Street, SW.
As main streets developed in cities and
towns across the state, the Italianate
style became popular for downtown
commercial structures. Its three-part
facade is composed of a storefront, an
upper facade with windows and the
roofline cornice.

This frame residence displays the projecting bay, bracketed cornice, arched doors, and decorative
window molding that are common to Italianate domestic architecture.

Like its residential counterpart, this
style is recognizable by its bracketed or
corbelled brick cornice. Large-paned,
vertical windows may be placed in
segmental or arched openings.
Storefront voids usually contain large
display windows, paneled bulkheads,
and a recessed entry, capped by a
transom and a second decorative
cornice. Some examples display pressed
or cast metal decorative elements with a
high degree of ornamentation.
Commercial examples include 7 South
King Street, 2 and 7 West Market Street,
and 17 North King Street.
Examples of Italianate commercial
structures in Leesburg’s Downtown area,
both display decorative brackets and arched
window openings.
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7.

Second Empire (1860-1880)

The Second Empire style is
characterized by a mansard roof
punctuated by dormers to provide a
usable third story. It was not common
in Leesburg although examples such
as the Methodist parsonage on West
Market Street can be found.
Other common details of this style
reflect an Italianate influence and
may include roof cresting, decorative
patterned roof shingles, accentuated
cornices, scroll-sawn trim and largepaned windows.
Examples include 3 Loudoun Street, SW
and 16-18 West Market Street

This Second Empire building has a mansard roof, patterned shingles, a bracketed cornice and
bay windows.

The asymmetrical facade of this Second Empire
duplex is created by a two-story projecting bay
on one side and a one-story bay on the other.
Note the brackets on the dormers, the cornice,
the bays and over the doors.
Leesburg Old and Historic District Design Guidelines
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C. Architectural Styles/Forms/Types, continued
8.

Romanesque Revival (1870-1900)

This imposing style is seen in
commercial structures in Leesburg.
Its strength is conveyed by masonry
construction, asymmetrical massing,
series of arches, massive entry
arches, highly decorative moldings,
engaged columns or pilasters, and
decorative plaques.
Buildings exhibiting this style
typically are constructed of stone or
a combination of brick and stone.
Roof treatments often included a
steeply pitched gable roof supported
by brackets, dormers or towers, and
decorative cresting or tiles.
Windows commonly were double-hung,
often arched, and glazed with large
single panes in each sash. The overall
effect of the Romanesque Revival
buildings is massive and heavy, and this
style was very popular for churches and
public buildings during this era.
St. James Church and the former
Peoples Bank on North King Street
are good examples of this style.

The facade of the Peoples Bank on North King Street uses a variety of materials
and textures to create a solid, massive structure appropriate to its original use.

Built predominantly of rough-faced
stone, St. James Church features
grouped arched windows and doorways
set deeply within brownstone arches.
26
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9.

Queen Anne (1880-1910)

The Victorian era is closely associated
with the Queen Anne style of dwelling.
This style is characterized by a complex
roof, vertical proportions, and elements
such as towers and turrets. Most
examples have a wrap-around porch.
In more elaborate examples, rich
decoration such as brackets, balusters,
window surrounds, bargeboards, and
other sawn millwork exist with various
surface materials like shingles, wood
siding, brick, and stone.
Leesburg examples include 320, 324, and
330 West Market Street and 10 North
Street, NW.

A well-coordinated paint scheme can highlight decorative woodwork such as the gable end ﬁshscale
shingles and porch post brackets seen in this example.

Asymmetrical massing was often punctuated
with projecting bays capped by shingled gable
ends. Here the decorative shingles are repeated
in the gable over the front door.
Leesburg Old and Historic District Design Guidelines
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C. Architectural Styles/Forms/Types, continued
10. Vernacular Victorian (1860-1920)
Vernacular Victorian houses took
various forms throughout the late
nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. The vernacular I-house
is a simply designed house of frame
construction which has two stories,
three bays, and usually a one-story
front porch that extends across most
of the facade.
A variation of the vernacular dwelling
is the “L” gable house. This is a twostory frame dwelling which has an “L”shaped floor plan, a cross-gabled roof,
and a one-story front porch that fills in
the “L.”
Another form of the vernacular
Victorian style is the front-gable house,
a two-story structure with vertical
proportions and an asymmetrical
facade. Decorative features can include
patterned shingles in the gables and
front porches with sawn millwork and
turned balusters.

Accentuated by projecting gables over the front door and on the side of the house, this I-house has
decorative details which link it to the Queen Anne style. Its symmetrical composition and classical
porch columns also link it to the Colonial Revival style.

Examples in Leesburg include 204
North King Street, 305 West Market
Street (1850’s); and 208 Cornwall Street,
NW; and 15 Liberty Street, SW from
the 1890s.

This vernacular example presents its shingled end-gable with Palladian window to the street. A crossgable projects to the rear of the structure.
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11. Colonial Revival (1910-1940)
The Colonial Revival style is based
on the earlier Georgian and Federal
periods of American architecture in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. It often has a rectangular
plan and a symmetrical facade. The roof
may be a gable or a hipped design.

This symmetrical stone Colonial Revival dwelling repeats classical details, such as the door surround
and fanlight and small-paned windows, characteristic of the Georgian and Federal architectural styles.

The details are always classical and
porticos over entrances are common.
As in earlier periods, the windows have
small panes; their proportions, however,
are often more horizontal and the
first floor may contain paired or triple
windows. Doorways can have various
elements including sidelights, fanlights,
pediments, and columns or pilasters.
Residential examples in the OHD
include 210, 212 and 214 Loudoun
Street, SW; 413 South King Street, and
219 North King Street.
A variation is the vernacular Colonial
Revival dwelling, often referred to as a
Cape Cod, with simpler details, frame
construction, and a smaller scale of
one-and one-half stories with dormer
windows such as those found at 338
West Market Street, 214 Wirt Street,
NW; and 235 Cornwall Street, NW.

This one- and one-half story Cape Cod variant of the Colonial Revival style
has hipped roof dormers with paired windows that repeat the window
arrangement to either side of the front door.

This popular residential style
was adapted for commercial and
institutional purposes. It was most
often executed in brick and mixed
details from both Georgian and Federal
periods. The design was usually
symmetrical with small-paned windows
and a classical entrance. More elaborate
examples had some sort of larger
portico. Roofs were often covered with
slate. The highest style example of nonresidential Colonial Revival architecture
in Leesburg is the Thomas Balch Library
at 208 West Market Street.

The Thomas Balch Library is an institutional
example of the Colonial Revival style with a
two-story, hipped-roof central block containing
a cupola and round windows, and symmetrical
gable-roofed wings.
Leesburg Old and Historic District Design Guidelines
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C. Architectural Styles/Forms/Types, continued
12. Craftsman (1900-1940)
In Leesburg, both American
Foursquares and Bungalows exhibit
details common to the Craftsman
and Colonial Revival styles
(see previous page).
The Craftsman style was influenced
by the Arts and Crafts movement and
was the most popular style for small
houses in the early twentieth century.
Craftsman houses often feature an
asymmetrical appearance, multi-pane
windows in the upper sash over a
single pane in the lower sash, and
exposed roof rafters. The details of
form that separate the two styles are
discussed below.
a. American Foursquare (1900-1930)
The American Foursquare form is
identified by its square shape and
hipped roof with a wide overhang. It
is usually two stories with a full-width,
one-story porch. Often, the front of the
hipped roof has a prominent dormer
window.

This typical American Foursquare example displays an asymmetrical arrangement of openings,
full-width porch and hipped roof. A hipped roof dormer is accented by a pair of diamond-paned
casement windows.

Leesburg’s American Foursquare houses
include those found at 212 North King
Street, and 407 and 413 South King
Street.
b. Bungalow (1915-1940)
Leesburg’s most common variation of
this one- and one-half story residential
dwelling is the sweeping side-gable form
with a massive roof that contains a
large dormer which extends over a front
porch. Roof overhangs are usually deep
and contain large simple brackets and
exposed rafter ends. Windows may be
in pairs, and there are frequently side
bays. Front porch supports usually have
short, squat proportions. Materials are
often combined on bungalows and may
include stone, brick, shingles, stucco,
and half-timbering.
Typical Leesburg examples of the
Bungalow style are 223 North King
Street, 221 North King Street, 223
Loudoun Street, SE; and 221-233 West
Market Street.
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The long sweep of the gable roof on this bungalow contains the porch as well as a shed-roofed
dormer. Note the deep overhang of the eave and the simple brackets that appear to support the roof.
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13. Classical Revival (1900-1940)
The Classical Revival style, based on
the Neoclassical architecture of
eighteenth-century Europe, typically
featured symmetrical facades with
regularly-spaced windows, and often
a grand two-story portico. All of the
classical orders were used during this era
including Doric, Ionic, Corinthian and
Composite. Pediments and cornices
could be elaborately detailed and
decorated. This style was very popular
for government buildings such as
courthouses and schools. The Leesburg
High School at 102 North Street, NW is
a notable local example of this style as is
the Loudoun County Courthouse.

The Loudoun County Courthouse at King and Market streets is Leesburg’s most well-known example
of the Classical Revival style.

14. Mid-Twentieth-Century
Vernacular Commercial
Every generation constructs simple
buildings that do not reflect any
particular architectural style. They
are functional and often lack any
decoration. Many of the autooriented structures of the this era
are vernacular buildings.
Examples include the Esso Gas Station
and Garage, built in 1937, at the
corner of East Market Street and
Loudoun Street, SE.

The vernacular style of the Esso Gas Station at the corner of East Market and Loudoun streets reﬂects
the early architectural heritage of Leesburg through its use of stone jack arches with keystones over
each opening.
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